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The Scan Creator is a WinCCOA panel used to prepare different scan types used during a FSM 
scan calibration run. The recipe  is responsible for putting the FE into the right mode prior the 1

steps that follow.


The Scan Creator generates the FE registers settings involved in a particular scan for each FSM 
STEP action, based on four kind of attributes:


• Scan name

• Scan type: Thresholds, Timing or VTT bias

• Optional including or excluding writing a register for the particular scan types

• External data (csv) file containing the register values for each step


With this panel , you can view, modify or delete an already stored scan, create new scans 2

of make a duplicate.


 fwHw recipe created by the Recipe Creator panel1

 invoke with: WCCOAui -proj SFECS -p sfFee/Scans/scanCreator -iconBar -menuBar&2
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SFRunType = { BEAM_TI_SCAN, CHARGE_TH_SCAN, 
LIS_TH_SCAN, VTTXBIAS_SCAN,FPGA_PRBS_BER_TI_SCAN,  
PaPACIFIC_BER_TI_SCAN }



As long as a new scan is not generated (saved), all settings, including the type, can be changed 
by selecting the tab that names one of the three scan types. For existing scans only the options 
within a type can be changed as well as importing a different data file.


Since the name of the scan is recognised during FSM CONFIGURE, it should be carefully chosen 
and match the recipe name which in turn must match the RUN_TYPE applied at FSM top level.


The data file that contains the register values for each step should contain the expected number 
of columns belonging to the specific scan type.


The data file can be crafted in Excel and exported as csv file. The number of rows must match (at 
least) the number of steps applied during a scan run.


  

Field Data type Remarks

vth1 INT 0-255

vth2 INT 0-255

vth3 INT 0-255

lisStart INT 0-511

lisStop INT 0-511

lisPulseCDCphase BOOL 0/1

lisPulseExt INT 0-15

chargeInjDelay INT 0-511

chargePulseCDCphase BOOL 0/1

Columns (9) for Threshold scans

Field Data type Remarks

masterClkDelay INT 0-511

tfcCmdsCDCphase BOOL 0/1

fpgaMainClkDelay INT 0-511

fpgaIoClkDelay INT 0-511

fpgaDataOutMode INT 0,2,8,9,A,B

pacificClkDelay INT 0-511

pacificSyncPulseDelay INT 0-511

pacificSyncPulseCDCphase BOOL 0/1

pacificSyncPatternMode INT 0,1,2

pacificSynPatternFixed INT 0-15

Columns (10) for Timing scans
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A sample of an Excel sheet can be found here


NOTE: 
The panel is not checking sanity of the csv input file in combination with the chosen options in the 
panel, nor whether values are valid. The number of rows in the csv file decides the number of 
steps at all times.

If you in case of a threshold scan select less than 3 Vth's, but the inputfile has all the 768 rows 
(3*256), that means that a part of the steps will just do nothing in effect. 

Field Data type Remarks

iBias INT

Column for Vtt scan
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https://social.cern.ch/me/wvink/_layouts/15/WopiFrame.aspx?sourcedoc=/me/wvink/Documents/SciFi/ScanTables.xlsx&action=default

